A novel resonant mechanism involving the interference of a broadband plasmon with the narrowband vibration from molecules is presented. With the use of this concept, we demonstrate experimentally the enormous enhancement of the vibrational signals from less than one attomol of molecules on individual gold nanowires, tailored to act as plasmonic nanoantennas in the infrared. By detuning the resonance via a change in the antenna length, a Fano-type behavior of the spectral signal is observed, which is clearly supported by full electrodynamical calculations. This resonant mechanism can be a new paradigm for sensitive infrared identification of molecular groups. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.157403 PACS numbers: 78.67.Lt, 33.70.Àw, 73.20.Mf, 78.30.Àj Vibrational spectroscopy of molecules is of general importance in natural sciences, medicine, and technology. Direct infrared (IR) observation of molecular vibrations from a reduced number of molecules is a current challenge in all these fields. The respective sensitivity can be increased by several orders of magnitude with the use of surface-enhanced scattering techniques such as surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1-4] and surfaceenhanced IR absorption (SEIRA) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The enhancement in these techniques essentially depends on the capacity of the environment to enhance the local electromagnetic (EM) fields. In SERS, the EM field enhancement is effective for both the incoming and the scattered radiation, and usually the local field enhancement profits from plasmon cavity modes with resonant wavelengths in the visible [13] . For direct excitation of vibrational modes, as is the case in SEIRA, the EM field enhancement requires resonant excitation in the IR, because the absorption scales with the intensity of the local field created at the molecules position. Until now, no more than 3 orders of magnitude of direct vibration signal enhancement have been achieved in typical SEIRA experiments [5-12] where a metal-particle ensemble is used as substrate. Its spectral response is strongly broadened by the mutual particle interaction and, additionally, by inhomogeneous particle geometries. The measured SEIRA signal is collected from a macroscopic area (typically a few mm 2 ) and represents an average over a variety of different sites with different maximum near-field enhancement factors at spectral positions far away from the frequencies of the molecular vibrations. In this Letter we experimentally show that the effect of the resonant coupling of an individual plasmonic IR nanoantenna with the vibrational excitation produces a different type of resonant SEIRA with unprecedented signal enhancement of 5 orders of magnitude, which means attomol sensitivity. The enhancing effect occurs only when the resonant interaction between both excitations (antenna and molecular vibration) is achieved, as proven by our calculations. We adopt a novel approach to generate half-wave dipolelike antenna resonances in the IR by means of m-long gold nanowires (NW) [14] . Enhancing effects of such gold nanoantennas are a matter of increasing interest in nanooptics [15] [16] [17] . To achieve a completely resonant situation, the length L of the nanoantenna is designed to hold a plasmonic resonance exactly matching the spectral position of the vibrational fingerprints. Because of the finite negative value of the dielectric response of gold in the IR, the field penetrates a few 10 nm into the metal, shifting the strong plasmonic antenna excitations to longer resonance wavelength r compared to the ideal case; i.e., antenna resonances in the m range of the spectrum appear for slightly shorter L than the ideal half-wave dipole antenna length [14, 16, 18, 19] . With help of exact EM calculations that correctly predict the spectral resonance position, we are able to design the geometrical characteristics of the nanoantenna to obtain the resonance at the required IR wavelength. Figure 1 depicts the calculated enhancement of the near-field EM intensity around such a NW (length L ¼ 1:31 m) at its fundamental dipolelike resonance ( r % 2:6L). The IR plasmon field of the antenna resonance produces an exceptionally large intensity enhancement at the tip ends [17] . As we will show, this localized EM field, resonantly coupled to the molecular vibrations, provides PRL 101, 157403 (2008) 
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We perform IR microspectroscopy (probe-area diameter 8 m) of individual gold NWs (diameter D ¼ 100 nm, prepared by electrochemical deposition in etched ion-track membranes, supported by a transparent substrate) at the IR beam line of the synchrotron light source ANKA (Angströmsource Karlsruhe) [14, 20] . The NWs consist of only a few crystalline grains and their tip shape results from a relative smooth grain boundary [21] . The relative IR transmittance spectrum (at normal incidence, divided by the spectrum of the bare substrate) of an individual metal NW prepared with a length of a few microns (see Fig. 2 ) shows a broad plasmonic feature for parallel (k) polarization of the IR radiation, associated with the fundamental antenna mode (see Fig. 2 ). This resonance, also known as the longitudinal fundamental plasmonic mode, is suppressed for perpendicular polarization (?) of the incoming IR radiation (red line in Fig. 2 ) and the respective transmittance change to the bare substrate is not detected. For ideal antennas on a substrate, the wavelength of the fundamental antenna resonance of a NW with L and D ( L can be roughly approximated with the relation r =n eff ¼ 2L using an effective refractive index n eff that accounts for the substrate polarizability [14] . The exact wavelength of the plasmon resonance in vacuum is furthermore shifted due to (i) the nonperfect conductive nature of gold at IR frequencies, (ii) the actual aspect ratio, and (iii) the nonnegligible skin depth compared to D. Thus, in our case, an about 1:5 m long NW on CaF 2 (n eff ¼ 1:22) shows the resonant peak at r % 3590 nm (2800 cm À1 ), in agreement with full EM calculations [14, 19] . The extinction cross section of the individual wire obtained from the broad feature of reduced intensity in the transmittance curve in Fig. 2 turned out to be enhanced with respect to the geometrical cross section, which clearly indicates the activation of an intense near field in the vicinity of the wire (simple shadowing does not give a measurable transmittance change). The experimental cross section ratio (Fig. 3) is a far-field result and represents an average extinction value over a large interval of distances at the wire surface. The intensity of the spatially dependent near-field enhancement that is mainly localized at a few nm distance from the antenna-tip ends can reach up to 4 orders of magnitude, as theoretically determined and indicated in Fig. 1 sorbate. ODT molecules were adsorbed on individual gold NWs and the IR transmittance was measured with the IRmicrospectroscopy setup. The long-chained ODT molecules form a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) with the molecular axis slightly inclined with respect to the surface normal [22] . The layer has a thickness of 2.4 nm [23] . ODT exhibits several IR active vibration modes in the 3 m wavelength range. For our investigation, the strongest absorption modes of the CH 2 group [antisymmetric (2916-2936 cm À1 ) and symmetric (2850-2863 cm À1 ) stretching vibrations [24] ] are considered. The resonant coupling between the fundamental NW resonance and the ODT bands was studied for NWs with different L, i.e., resonance frequencies showing different spectral shifts with respect to the CH 2 frequencies. Figure 3 shows relative extinction cross sections (in the far field) as derived from IR transmittance [14] for the different individual NWs covered with a SAM of ODT. Obviously, the good match of the antenna resonance to the C-H stretching vibration lines is crucial for the appearance of the vibrational signal. The vibrational signal slightly decays as the resonance is slowly detuned (for L ¼ 1:3 m, and L ¼ 1:5 m), and cannot be detected for the strongly detuned case (Fig. 3 , curve for an antenna with L ¼ 1:7 m ). For electric field perpendicular to the wire no vibration lines could be observed. From the experimental observations, we conclude that the vibrations observed in Figs. 2 and 3 are the result of the interaction of the nanoantenna that enhances the signal above the noise level. The signal size (as difference between maximum and minimum transmittance at the vibration feature) reaches values of about 1% for L ¼ 1:5 m, see Fig. 2 , and 1.6% for the best match. By comparison to IR reflection absorption spectra (IRRAS) from a SAM of ODT on a smooth gold surface [6] the vibration signal size for the best match turns out to be about 330 000 times bigger than it would be for the same amount of molecules directly on the substrate (without antenna) [20] . It is important to note that the signal comes mainly from the area of the tip ends of the NW, where the strongest field enhancement is produced (see Fig. 1 ), corresponding to about 150 000 molecules (less than one attomol). Interestingly, the line shape of the vibration signal clearly differs from a typical Lorentzian absorption band. Asymmetric vibrational line shapes are already known, e.g., from SEIRA on metal-island films [25, 26] . In this study, the special line shape of the adsorbate signal results from the interaction between the EM field from the resonance of an individual nanoantenna and the spectrally much narrower field associated with the vibrational dipoles of the molecules. The spectral shift for different nanoantennas produces differences in the coupling that transform the spectral line shape accordingly. This situation is a clear analogy to the quantum mechanical interaction between a discrete state and a continuum of states producing Fano profiles [27] . Depending whether the antenna resonance and the vibrations are exactly matching or not, the Fano-type profile goes from a dip to an asymmetric line shape, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 , the overall extinction cross section produced by the antenna for an exactly resonant situation (L ¼ 1:4 m) shows several dips, i.e., zones of smaller extinction at the vibration frequencies, which can be interpreted as a result of an antiphase interaction of both kinds of excitation (vibrational and plasmonic). The dips in the spectrum correspond to a resonant situation where the interaction between the broadband and narrowband resonances is maximum, therefore producing a Fano-like antiresonance (dip), whereas a more asymmetric Fano-like profile is obtained as we depart from resonance (weaker interaction) [27, 28] . The observed vibration line shape can be theoretically reproduced when the full EM interaction of the antenna and the ODT layer is considered, as shown in Fig. 4 . The calculations were performed by means of a boundary element method (BEM) [29] to solve Maxwell's equations exactly for the scattering of a gold NW covered with a molecular layer. We use IR bulk dielectric functions to characterize the response of gold [30] , and a Lorentz oscillator model with a dielectric background to characterize the vibrational response of the ODT. In this case the oscillator parameters were obtained from a fit to experimental IRRAS [31] . The oscillator-strength parameters of such fit turned out to be sensitive to the assumptions made for the dielectric background. The results for the extinction cross section of an ODT-covered nanoantenna using oscillator strengths parameters from an IRRAS fit with the background value " b ¼ 1 are shown in Fig. 4 . A vibrational contrast comparable to the resonance experiment is reached only for a relative thick ODT layer. A similar contrast in theory and experiment would be obtained for a single monolayer with ODT oscillator parameters that were calculated from IRRAS assuming a higher " b , which points to remarkable screening of molecules at metal surfaces. The anisotropy of the molecular monolayer does not significantly modify the contrast obtained with the use of an isotropic dielectric function. Also the detailed tip shape (semispherical or more flat) does not give significant effect on the IR resonance and on the Fano-type effect. Chemical effects as dynamic charge transfer [32, 33] can be excluded to have any relevance for the measured response, because the CH 2 groups producing the signal are not directly bound to the gold. The results from the model calculations corroborate the experimental findings: For an antenna resonantly matching its plasmonic broadband resonance with vibrational narrowbands of molecules (L ¼ 1:317 m in Fig. 4) , maximum contrast is obtained with strong dips in the spectrum. These antiresonance features appear exactly at the vibrations frequencies. As the length of the antennas is increased or reduced, the broadband plasmonic resonance is spectrally shifted to the red or to the blue with respect to the vibrations, producing a change in the phase interaction (modification of the coupling strength in terms of Fano interaction) and progressively decreasing vibrational signals with clearly asymmetric profiles. These line shapes correspond to Fano-like profiles of intermediate interaction. The asymmetry of the line shapes is reversed when the broadband plasmonic resonance is located to the right or to the left of the vibrations. For a completely detuned antenna (L ¼ 1:714 m), the asymmetric vibrational contrast is almost vanished, in agreement with the experiments. In a similar detuning fashion, calculations for perpendicular polarization do not provide measurable vibration signals. The generation of the resonant situation is therefore crucial to obtain the enormous enhancement of the signal and maximum contrast.
In conclusion, IR vibration signals with enormous enhancement of 5 orders of magnitude can be achieved with resonant interaction of vibration dipoles with a broadband IR plasmonic antenna resonance of a gold NW, which can be interpreted as classical analogy to the antiresonances produced in the Fano effect. This enhancement mechanism enables a new powerful technique for surface-enhanced IR scattering with general importance for a variety of fields. By exploiting the resonant enhancement in the vibrational spectra, as shown in this Letter, it will be possible to detect and to study extremely small quantities of molecules, thus lowering the detection limit of direct IR vibration spectroscopy considerably.
